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This paper ____ i_s_ concerned with the statistics of the 
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height of rise and fall for continuous random functions. 
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and has continuous first and second derivatives. The,pur-
. . po·se of .this work is to predict t·he ·probability dens-1 ty 
for the height of rise or fall of - x<.t) in going from one 
extremum ~o the next following extre~ume In what ~follows 
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From it the density funct:t.9_n for the_ h'eight of rise can be- -
computed as follows: 
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...... . ..... Pl~)1~ = Probability that the increment in the 
~ function )((t) in going from· a minimum at t=O to the 
~ j next following maximum·lies ln the interval between 
hand h + dh. (3) 
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... -- -·· where · ~r.+---=_ Rfl 'f'l·· K') l e q ~~:f-lL::l.be nuinb~l!=Q.f-c:ainbinat ions--::,_ _____ .·. -·-:7""·~---~--L -- - · 
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. -~ of 1l things tak:en ~at• a tJ..me.a_~J".,:.,-c .. C ,.,.:,. .,,_,:•:,•\. + -- ~ " 
-. ----~--- _ ..... - '------·-- .-· .,.., __ 
. .. 
.. 
Recalling the binomial~ expansion "1ta+ b)"' = 
-
. 
. i~)i~-1< ,,andset~ing._a= -1 an.db= +i gtves t"e_ .. / - .·.· 
----------...,..,.....,..~~~-~~--, -
~•o . ·~ L'fl\ . ~ . . 
. . ~-------~-----·· --------
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... - (10) 
That this result .1!? .true is readily seen bY<~on~idering 
• ~....... 
..· .... · .. ~.' 
-~. 
, the ccl,~ef-ficients of some particular P~ on ea.cfi·"~i'1Ef of 
.. 
· equation ( 10')··· and observing that they are _ related by t~~ 
-~ ' f 
identity of equation (9)o 
, ,,. --~ ·"' ~ 
The terms on the right side of equat·ion (i,O )- · can be _ 
/ \' 
,. expresse-d in terms of integrals of conditional probab111.ty .... 
·density functions: ·· 
.. . ·'t . .· . 
' 
,. . 
' ,.. ,. ··!, • - ' 
i: ( ~) P,. = fi \ f',. lt, \ 1)../r) J. t, 
'• • 
, ..... ,l ,• .. , .. ".O ,"•.•• ., ,~. C,'•' 'f'l-.~ ,,, .-.. --· ,'·'• ,,· • .. ,.~.. ., ....... ,, .· • ; .. _~- ·····"·' •• l·,.1 ~ .... ~ ... ~. :·,.:.;..·;._·~- ... ::_·.-.:;:r., .•... ~\-· 
.... If 11111!1. 
-·-·· 
. .......,_ ... 
... 9IQ 
. ~J1)~. tt·rrttt.,tQ\~/c:)d.t..d.t, . -' 
• --·-·.·.·_; •• 'C'••· .. • .. ,.·.:·.· -:· .,., ............... ; ...... ,.:__ .. _·· •. ·-.:.--::.--···. -~--··!· .. -···.--·--·:..--· .--· ..... _ ............. , 
. - .. ··. f \~) Pvi = "ii ~r~ fo(t,~tQ/c1 \ ~,'t) c).t, c).t,lt3 ... 1\~3 Q , •••. ,- • . .. . . ' . . . , , . .... . . . .. . . ' . . . . .... . . . . . 
" 
'• 
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'" .. ., I .• : ;r.'; :_:,: : . ,• ... : 
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-~ 
~: '!", 
........ ::· I , 
---- ---·---------------,...,.--~' ··-'--·'··'--- --···-·--·-··---~--
,,• ... .,,,· 
.. V : __ _ 
-- - - - --,,- --- - ----- ------. 
- -- - -
--- -~· ·-
--- ...... ~- . ·- -··- ---~--. -----·· -- ·-·· ···"··--·-····- - - --- - -·---·····--- . --· ··-···-·· 
. ~·· - . . -- -~ ...... ;: 
-----~-~· ,,_ - ~- ------ -- - -- .- __ .._:;. _:~--~--- - _____ •. ___ ._..i._._ ___ ~·---~--:··: 
.. , .• 7 
- --~- - - - . -- --·--'-- ·• ,----·-------·-. . -
·~ 
•. 
) . : a'-.--•·• - -._ • -
-· ~---.-- ···---- ---1· -- -~h 
were· . ...... -- -- - ------······---- . . .. ---·--·-----' --• .. --~ --,------- --.--- ----~~::~---·_ -- _-. -_---~~'. __ _._ -- . -- ' - --:-. . - --~---=;;. -
................ ' ···- ·------~""--- .-. 
~--------- -- ···-·-··----·-············------·------ - ···----·-·-.. ··---··· ·--'----...--,,-,.---·--_ .. ----:-- ·-
- - - - ----
... - . - .. -·- ----- - - ...... , -
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given the occurence ~-f event A at time·~ , a set .of 
k events will occur in the time intervalgt,~t~t 1+~·h,( __ ':, ~ ., 
. . 
. ,., . 
,--.---------,~~-.- -,-----------.- ~- - ...... ~ . -........ ""' 
· ta <-t,cti·+:tta;--t~-t<·t;-~-at-.,-·--;;-~-;---;-t;-;.::-:f<-f~+ 1t;:;,-·:- ----nzr-~· .--~~----~-............ _ -·-~-~-
,· 
-~ 
.. ... ... . . 
Th~s, returning to equation (8) through·(lO) and (11), ~ 
. . . . . . 't' - ' · 1<; ' ·• 




_ ( 13) 
Car1rying th- ,.mul,tiplicat .. ion inside the int·egra-1 signs ·and 
. "".~ . 
. !'" 
-~ .. 
. ~ . 
; using the p operties of coridi·tional probab~li ties theh 
., giv~s _as a· fina·1_ s·o1·ution for. th.e j·oint first occurence-. · 
. . ' / ,, . ·_J 
density l t .. 
. .. 
. . {, 
I, (14) 
' .. 




, .. where· . ,f (l~~'t> t,, tit.,ultl<) d.'t At, d.ta •. l t"' · ="-.Epobability that 
-......,_ .. J 
-event A odours iri~the time interval ~<t~~+dt and ·that events 
~ 
occur in the time intervals t 1<t<t1+ctt 1 , .• o, t-}{<t<tk +dtk_ (lS), 
*""''•. •' ...... · .. • ~ ,. . • . . . . 
' ' . 
,,.._ . . . .. , .... -.. , . ,•·. • . -··t"' -""'• :,-,, ... ,· .. , .. ,,., ·,t~•·•·'·"·'·"·"" l'\'c,;.r.-,,.,-.,~ _ .... -.. , ··,v.,.,.,.,..,., • ,.._,___ •---··. .. --- .. , ,'·:·· - ·_· -'.~ - ~ 
The appl1catiol1. to the.pr0;blem of the.rise and fall 
-·.,.;;¥\ 
-- .. . , ,· , - .' -:d1:st-r1.but1on for---a ·continuous rcinaom~ time fUhct-iOI'l. )(. ( t) Is 
.. - .. - - 4' ... ,. ' ............ ,..... -···... .. 
. . . 
now straightfor~ardo In this case th~ event A is the 
' . • ., • • • . ,... ... ........... ~,,. ........ -. - ·40'~ ... ., . . , ". """ .. ~ • ... ._, ... "' • C. .... • • ,, • i.• •• , • .... • ... • • 
., . ,, 
-6¢1 . 
"· 
_... .. __ . .. . .... ' . ·-
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,,. 
- - .- .. 
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- --- -
" 
- ,, ... , .. _ .:., .. j __ :~.-: ............ , ...... ;. __ .~,, ...... ;:;_· ···--..--·--·- -
. . •( 
•. 
----·------ -~----···' -· ··-··---·~--- - ·--- ' - . . 
"-"'"~~-.,;...,=~~~-=-~· ~ .. (.g}~:~ :l'.:·-~-~,~~~i~{~):< ~'-:!:~ d :~:~ .... _c,t-~~..;·-~-:~~~~~-~,--~-:-·::~;c~·-.: ...... ····=- -~~ -.::"~~---~._ 
.. -~-,I,. 
- - ·----~~--.--·----
~hus the inclusion-e~clusion·-formulation gives· for 
• r 
·----. ---- -- · .. · . : . . 
.. -~- -- -P(oc,oc', ~). t-he following result.,~_which Wis derived ·by ······ · 
- . - -- - . . ~ )1 - --· 
.,; 
.. --···------,-=----···--------- - ··-· 
-~----~-=------~- -~-- ----------
Beer & Wagner (refo 1) in a slightiy difierent way: 
--"-·-=-~ .--·-·=----~ .. --- ··-· ,.:..-~------·- --·.. ~ .. ,.,-t~=-.--.- .. _._-----:-:--·. •--~ ---. --" 
. -. •--•-••••••--·· .. ·-. .• •. . .._. •.. C ·c···-. --•... ·, ..... ~-- --·---··· 
. ·····- ··------·-···--·----------- .. ··----·-·--,----·--····-·· ,... ·-·· ----·· ==;;c....c---···' ... - .. • 
. ... . .. ..• . . ~- .· - - P (Or 0<' "t' ) = f ( ot O<' 'r ) . - !_ . i ~ f ( ot ' 't · t ) d t . · . . . · .. -- - . . 
~-- ··--,-. . ...--,,._.,: ___ ·--~~--. --~~--~~--....,,...~--"'·-·· ..... ~ - ' . . . . . -··· - ~ ..... .-! .. -· -~ --1~·- ... ~ - -·· ·. J..~.J .... .l. . -· J...L --~--J,..-,--···-~·-·-·---~-. -·· -· ... ~-~ ~--· ' -·-,' 
-<'- r 
+ !1 ~: 't f(~,O(' ,t,t, ,t~) dt,dt, - 000 
·- - ~-~ - --- -- _-- ---:- .. -··:---- . . ·- ... ·:·-~""·'·.-~ 
....... ·_· . . 
___ ... ____ .... _·--·--~ 
.,.l,•, 
:!'f, 





. . . , .
f ( I)( ' 0(' ' 't' t 1 ' 0 0 , t k ) d Otd OI.' d 'r d t ' 
·! .. 
= Probability that, 1 o !'o 
" . 
~, . ~ ,,, 
-given a minimum at t - O · a maximum 'will occ~r in the time -.. J. ,.,." \":"-
~ 
,,~ :· ... 




wdi (,-. --· . ......;..,,__: - - f,'. ·'-':.1 CM.'< X ('C )< Ab(' +dOC/ J and that maxima occur in the time 
11" intervals ( 16) .. 
~-· 
. •. 
The tine lusion-exc lusion solution· of equation ( .15) h.as 
serious practical drawbacks since the integrals mu~t be 




.. processes 1 ·, and sine~ e·ach term of t·he seri.es .goes ..tar I .... 
'.:, ~cm :a~ .... - ,....._..... L· ... ~·· ,_.,. •·•• 
·~=------- - --ilifini'ty--8.s--'C - goes to :infinity" . Thus I'eSort; rntist' oe-m'a.de '. . w.w'fMP 
..... _.; 
\ / 
to approx1mate_~eth~d& of calculationa The inclusion-
, ~. . . 
... 
·. e'xcluSion formulation will however tie useful as a gjUide for 
. ' ~ .. . 
---- ....... --··· .. , .. , 
assessirig th~~rror 1n ~fi:~pproximate solutiono-
. .......... 
.:" 




',_A•' , •:. ."· • 
.. ' :·.....:.. ... . 
-~- .: ; J. ,~.;j ,;~ 
. -~. 
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. . ·(I' ~· 
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• • -u· -~., .. 
. . . ~ 
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. ------------ -· 
. = -~--- ---... --
... ,. 
. ' .. 
. .. ·f, 
:'.• 
~-
··-~~ '. • o• '• ·- -•- _ .. M••,·-• 
~·'~~ ~~ Appro\crmcite · Formulation 
••···• •' l _·; ·----·· .... • •. ··- ... - ·-· 
.. ·~ - ~ ·--·- .... 
-~ 
: . ' 
-~· M.,·.· .... ,-•-••• ·., >•" • •-·---~:._,-~N•••• • _••••••-•------•--
Usi_ng the law or _condition-al probabilities an •. 
--··· 
expression can--:be-- -given for P(°", 0<' ,'t): · 
I 
(17) .. · .. 
• . . ; ~,i· ... -
F O ~o< ,0t'\ " ) do,. d O<' = Proba~ 111 t y that , given a minimum 
,. 
-·· ·at_ t = O ·and - the· mext,- maximum at t = 'r , the values 
·~--
: . . l . :. 
of ~(o) a_nd ~('t) lie in the intervalset<~(o)(~+dot, 
"'· 
and Ct.'(~(~)< 'X' +d~' ·~ ... ifr'·"··''__... ( 18') 
' 
. . . 
.··f' 
-·a·-nd·· 
... -'._.: .. 
/J 
µ • 
-F('r)dlt= Probab.ili,ty that, 'given a tninimum ·at t = o, 
·the fifst follbwing maxima occurs in the interval 
'r< t<i+ct~ O (_19) 
J. ~- • 
-- -- . 
.,. 
-~Thus. we see ·ttrat ·._F('C) i·s the :p~obab111ty .C,.ensity· for·. 
. ~ . . 
. 
. 
.-t:he _time. bet,~ie·ei1 _:zer.o crossing·s"v of. X'( t) o . Ef fort·s . tq da_te 
... 
• 4'.•.' . 
., 
. in· a.t.Qchast1.c· t>'·ro~esses. h . ave not-_y_{PoJ.ged. t-l'aet·a·el_9- a - -. ~ ~ 
....---- - - -
. 
~-~·--····· 
·--~~- ........... - - ,·,.,.-.. 
,.,_, .......... ,, .. •• • • • • - •.- •• ____ : ___ , __ _: ___ .'_._:.: ... '.'-~ ~--- ''_' _______ ,_,_ -•• • ~-·::• ,,, ~.:·.~·~ ... ---- .. ,•-..-., ~ ·--•••••" ~-~•••·=-••••'"'-·"•-w·--·--••-·,·--•""'"'-"••-••--·-·-••··-•·----·•·--··----;--·-
' soltition for th~ zero crossing probl·em valid over the 
;" . I.'. 'I> 
entire ran~e of ti~e between zero -crossings, and thus an 
--- - -- - - - ~---·....: ..... - - - - - -- - -· - -· -. - - . __ , ______ ·---· -- ·- ~- ~ - ~- - -: -- .. 
....... - .. - .. . . _:· .... ' - .. 
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··- ···-r., -- .. -'"-~ . 
·. .. . . '. . . -. - - ,_ - --- -
-----~ - -~-·-- ---· 
-~ - ·--
,, -.- ~ .. 
-d"l 
---,-
- r . .... , ·=·'"- .•. - ~. ~- -- .~. .:, __ 
. -·=---.•. ··- -
- • -- ~-. --- • - ~- - ,it. • 
.. 
• 
. ~ . .. •' . 
Similarly,since efforts at solvil1g for F0 (ot,o<'\t) have , 1 -
-- -- ·- ··--- - - ·-----·-----, . ----- ---··-···-··-··-----·~-- .. -·---·--- ··-- ----·--- ., ..... --· ·--- ...... - - ---·--------------·-·····------------------- ----- -·· - .. 
-, 
also been unfruitful, a~approxim~te_ ~xpression will be 
- ·~ _t ' 
fJ 




solutions are available for these fun.ctions through the 
··_ '.\ 
. -~ . 
, .... 
method -of inclusion .and exclusiono 
;:·, 
·_ fJ. 




-- -- -- -- - . ------ ~~ -~-------·-- ,--~-~--- -, ... _.-~-· ---~.,-.- -~---~~-,--.,·.--- .. ,._.,t_ ... ,~4):._:!. •• c.~----~------?•,•"''~-... -., .. , ......... •.----~---------,._.--,·-··-··-·a·---,-------=~~~-,'-<---~----~--
~--.....,.......·~-----·····,···. ·rhe conditional joint derlsity.F
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F . (t)( Ot.·' \ 'C ·)· · ~ f (QC oe.' \ 't -)- '. 




,.. ,., ' ,fa(~,~'.\~ )dot.dfi.' ::; Probability that, given a mi-nimum· / . I -
. . 
· \ .. ~f t = Q_ . c!ll_<:l ___ a__ma__~~~um -~-t .. : t ·. = -i; _ , . ~~~--~-~l~~~~·-()£· -----'-·c-:---~~- _ . · · ·· 
X ( o) and ~ (t) lie in the int·ervals~O(~ x( o )<~+d~ ~. 
and Ot.'< )( ('t )< ~, +dat'. 
,,; - ' 
.~ 
( 21 )· 
The difference between_ .Fo· Co<;~! I 't ) and f Cot ,o.' \-.= ) · lies ' 
0 . 
t . 
·.--'~ in the fact that: .. in the, former it is given tnat the ·next 
.. ·_ :t ,,_ -
. -maximum after a minimum at t=O .,.occurs at· t= ~ • while in the , 
l.atter.· it-4-s~ given -that I . a \ I1Ct 
r· 
imum after·· a minimum at t=O occurs at t=-r o Since for .. 
' 
~~- - ........ ·-· - ;._-:· ...... . 
• •
1small values of t the p.robab·ili ty of having a maximum at ~ (• 
. ·, .. 
. / 
......... -~·- ...... · __ .,_ 
~- "-c ..... t afla ··some .. other· fna.x1munr -i-n·· t·fie· -~ibterva.T o·~<~tci" ~ 1-s- ~;;r~:..-
-· -· - ·- .... ---
,__ -- ... . -···-· . . ..... :_ - - .. -· - - - . - . - . f- . . ·- - .:. - - - . - . - . - - - . . . . - - - - .. - . - - ' -
• l 
) . 
spondingly small, the approximation is quite go6d and as~- i.' ,, 
-~ At larger 
' --~) -~- ' 
I~ 
gets close to zero the approximatiort.is exacto 
.. 
/JJ 
_ .. -............. _ 
,r 
·-t; 









r:, .~- -: 
- - - ~-· .. ;~J 
.!, • .- .--~----- • 
.!L 
. -- - ---·-, .. :·c·.·-•- . ~_:___ ___ ,_ 
- . . ~ - - .---~~ --~- -:- . ----- -:-.· -----~~----
- ~-
,·. 
-~ - ·:-:r-:· ------ -- - - ··---~-
' 
"' . ....;, -
-r . 
. t ... t.:i ~ •• , 
., 
--·-------~-------~~---- ~ -=--~-----~-\Ca 1-U-e S---=6f-----~---·t l:i.e-·---di-f-f-e renc-e between t~h e t·w o becomes ~· s 1 gn 1 f -
l 
. . . 
. -
,;: ... . leant, but sinc·e F( ~ ) goes to ,zero_ with large t bee-a.use 
..., , .. , ·.• . 
of the·, enhanced probab.111 ty of a first maximum having. 
I 
alr __ eady .occured in the interval o < t< 'r: , the discrepancy. 
.. 







·to t·h.e error o 
. ,·The n~-_'xt_ ste-p is an ·ap·proximati.on for F(,:) o .: First 
~ ., . . . - ,. 
.• 
-, an exact expression will: be devel;,oped from which the. 
,· \.,I!!, 
. ' - ·,;.:: 
.. ;,~ 
approximatiqn~is tq b~ constr~ct~4~ Inst~ad·or·restricting 
. ., . -
the discussion to·the case ~f rise and fall in a- random 
.. . I , 
.,,. . 
cu:r·ve,- ·~h~ dev:el?P.!Ylent will _be _given ln general terms_o 
-- - ---~- -- .. _ ... .. . - . . ' _,., 







" Le_t G(~ )_d'r b,e,- the probability t_hat the first new 
. . 
. 
occurenc~_ o·r r_an ·--~ve~nt which -happened at t=O is i·n tne 




-bi11~y that,: ·given_ there. is no· prior· .oc·cu~ence .of t.he 
;' 
- t l""~-t·x-:_,___ 
. ev·ent -in the interval o< t~ ~ , -the -event· newly. cc.curs 1.n. 
., . . . 
the interval t<-t.·< t +d~ o 
" . . ··,. 
. 
_Thert by the law of conditi-0nal · 
• .. '~*;. 
..· 
•'. l • u. .• .-. -- . ;.\·•. ·.,. ~ . ·:-:. ia,. probahi3.'ttfes, the pr~ba'O'fl"t'C':f~'.or ·~a fTrSt il~w-cfCCU"Fenci "*'7· -
.- '-~-
: 1-





. . _, . . ·: 
fort< t< t +dt ~~ _t_he. probab_ility of .an ·occurence for 
•· _ij 
. .. 
.. . .. 
~< t<. ~ +d~ gi v~n ,no prior occ·urence for o<t<,_ multiplied 
~-. ~ 
··· · ··· ·'+ ~· -t-y, · the-~r;b~biiit;-;f~-;;.1,;;.-;.c~~rence-·f~r;;t<_t_o_ ~'.mi~~:-
. . IV . . • . 
- , . 
. 
. . . / 
,v:1 .... ~ 
,:-_ ...... .. ~.:··-···- _-' - - -· ·- - - -·- .- - -· -
- - . ' - - ·- - ~- - -- - - - - - - -- - - .- -- --
. -~.1.1~-~ 
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. H ('a: ) :;: 1 - ~ G ( t ) d t • 
0 
Then· H1 (~)_ = - a·('r) -and H(O)=lo \Thus equation· 
(2~") becomes the first .. 0-rder. di-fferential equationo 
. . I. \ 









·~ .·.-, '·· 
. , . 
. ' 
The solution is ..... 
._ ,.;, 
' . . . t /.r: 
"" .. H(i) =l - ~o~ G(t,)dt = e~ t q(i\ oct<s)ds • . . r· (;5) 
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... , ~~·•_.., ..... .,. ...... M.«•c,,,,, .• ~.,, . 
- ,,,,,.. . 
· ... where q(1:) dt i.s the· probability tha~ an occurence ·or./ t·he _ 
. ,. . ... "~"' .·. . '• .. . . .._.-~ .... · . 
-_· _____ --~-~-~-·~vent_ ~hi'bh. bap..pi=ned_ at_t;:0-.is __ j_.n-th.e-int~rval.'t<t<'t+d~o _ · . 
' 
-- -- .. -· ' . ,, . ~ ' . , .. 
' 
• 
·- ·i The corresponding approximation for the first n~w occurenc~ • I 
- . . ... ........ - ........ ....,.-.- .. -..---.--. .............. 
... ... ... ... .... ... .. _,... '11!'9 .... ·1J' - ... ..... 4- ..... - .. .... ..... .. ... .... ...... ~ 
' . 
. 
· · ··--···- - · -aensi ty is 
-Ill. ................ .nC ..... 
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~"\··· I • 
., 
~he above approximation fo~· q(tl oct<~) by q(~) 
-results in neglecting the dependen-ce .of an o·ccurence of 
the event at t=~ on a ·prior occurence. of the event in 
' 
the, interval o<. t<t o Hqwever, the d·ep-endenc .... e of an 
,,.>---~ j" ·' 
·: s. ' . "'., 
. . 
oc.curen·ce ·or the event at ·t='t on t,.he given oc·curence 
~ • • + • • •. 
, at t=t is vnot neglected o The approximate relat;ton of 
. . 
equation ( 28) can-- b~ used fo,cr 'a vari8'ty .. of ,fi-rst. new 
.. 
oc9urence problems, and the relatioh b~comes exact when 
the··occurence of an eveni at t~~ i~ uncorr~llated with· 
,, 
" t~e occurence of the~event at some value of.ton th~-
(2:6). 
,, \ 




'\. , . 
'" .· C 
.... \'' 
. . . 
For small " the exponential ~term· of eq·tla~ion · 
. ~-
( ·.2 a:)- is ·approximately unit.y, and thus t··he .relation 
• 
···---- ··--
Pecomes exact since G('t): q(°t)-because of the negli-
gible probability of having an event in act<~. For 
.l .. • 
• large~ where correllations with prior events ar~ negligibl~, 
-q(oo)'t 
- ·equa.tion (2H) has the--approximae-e--f_orm G(~):q(~~- .,.* , 
., 
. • . . . ,,,;.. l . 
where for a· sta·tionary process q(oo) represents. the 
. , 
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. -________________ -----~Qts t~- the .-fo.rm of -t~he first new occurence '·density f~r an ·- - -- - . .- . . _..,_ .................. __ -~--






' • .. 
.... 
I 
.. ) ' 
-
-uncorrellated process a~ For values o·f t wh,ich are neither 
very large nor very small little can be said about the 
'\ closeness of the approximatiort, but .. it is noted.that the. • • • • 
> 
J 
-integral of q(~).,.as approximated in equation (28) over - ~ -
~alues of~ f~om zero-to.infinity gives unltyo· 
~--
.J w· .. -~ . ·. '::-, . ,. 
. •, 
-_.:Returni-ng now t-o· --approximation of F(~), the r·1rst 
I) 
'. 
new occUrence denstty for an extremum in a random function~ .? 







~(t)d~ = Probability· that, given a .minimum at t=o. a \ 
maximum occu·rs in t·he tfrri'e interval l< t~" +d ~ o~~ -( 29) , ,-tf •. , 
- '\/ 
- . - -- ·--· ·. ._ 
·-. . • !.., .,·' . ~;,. """,·,;. 
Th\·n uricter th-e assumptions le.adirig. t.o the above approx- · 
, 
imation for the first new occtirence density in equat1on(28) 1 . .. 
·- ~ 
- ( 30) 
'1%, 
, 'Recalli-ng the earlier approximation for F0 (et,~'\'r), the 
combined app~Oximation for P(o< 1_0(' .,'.:~ ) __ b~comes __ ~- . .. ·--- - - ----- _. 
__.. - -· .. ~ - - . - \,~ ~ - . - - - ' - -_----- -'\' . .llar, -· . 
- .. ' ------
,.. 
-
· ~ • 1 aor:.M"":·' ,. · .. , · "'- .... 
,: 
. , ..... , .. , .. , ......... ,. ···" --·~ce<.~:~"~ )~·~o,· (~Jot'\ t ) p (,:) e-~(t)dt •. 
,f ( 31) -
... .... 
.~ 
··. -~ The· prqduc t .. of the first t.wo. terms- .1.n---, 3·1.).--4.s·- ~ - ····-- - - ·. · . . ., ...•. ·. ~, . .•. . ... '. ,·· ;, ... -.~- .= i •• _ ........... ,; :. ' , .... ' ...... ......... ~ ................ -· .. ,. ·•• ------- . .. .. ··- .................. , .. -·-··" 





... .. .. .. .. . .. :: . -·~, "·· : ' '• ,---- simpl~t, .. by -the law of· co·ndi tiopal probability, the. function 
l,' 
. ... , .. _ - .. · 
__ ·_ ·,:-_·- --·-· f(ot-,-0</,'r) as defined in equat.ion (16) o Thusthe-r:i.na.l form 
. . 
; 
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. P (0(, r:x.' ,t) = "-r (oc ,°'-' .,'t) e-tp ( t) dt . .r .. 
. ( 32) 
/ . 
. To apply. the appr6x;mate ~ormula d~vefop~d above· 
... 
) 
·the density ru·nct1o·ns f{of,e<' ,t) · and p('t) must- be expressed 
· _.in term~ of the· j_oint probability density· functi~ns of the. 
• >I) 
.• 
' ' pa.rtic~lar continuous rapdo'm function· under. considerationo 
.. 
. _ · To c __ otnpute p('C), let 
. . 
g(~_,~) ~cti = Probabil_ity tha4 t B <.X'(o)< a+dB and·· 
( 3:3) 
Then the. :probability of .having ·an~ extremurn occur in a 
' . ' 
small' .. time interval dt at t=O ·with 'J<"(o) in the ;range 
.. --·--:- <;~.-- ------ ••-,=- --- . - -------·-·--·· . 
"-·· 
· ~ Illa t · , 
~o g(~.,~)d-Q d'( = \llg(O; 1 )d1dt, (34) 
',) 
. To· get th~ .Probability .of a: minimum in -a- small time .. 
>. 
--
--- . . ............ •' .... ,, '. ' 
summed over all positive'values·or" giving 
• 
.. .' ~ . ' 
.. ~ . ' 
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= ~i g(o:~)d~ dt 
0 . 
·, 
, .. :_. :C:35) 
__ :.._ .. ·.•: .. _j •· 
Now let ,. 
' 
I . -g(~,¥;~',~;t)d~·d{d~'d~' = Probab.ility that ~~ 
' -
:1 
W<.X'(O)< ~ +d~, t< ~~O)<. ~+ci¥, ~'< )('(t")< ~' +d~~ 
" 





Then -the j 01.nt probability of having an extremum in· a· 
\ 




in the range· .·, to i + d~ and X~t) in,_,. t:,he · range ~'to ~1 + d ~ is 
,- . \ ' 
\l't-dt 11\clt - . ; . -· . - . . 
. \ ~lg \-t'l<) ~', ~' }t\cl~ ~ c\.'6c\.1· _= \t\\i'l ~(0>'6;0>~';,:)hd.~' ll A~ 
0 O . -
., . 
(37) 
Th~s to get the probability of a minimum in a small time 
· interval dt at t=D and a m~ximurn in a.small time interval 
·
1 d'r.at t='rthe·preced:1.ng.pr'o:bab.i.lity is SUii'lmed·OVer all· 
- . 
_positive values of " and all negative values· of~' . giving . 
~o ~
00
\ll\'rl g( O ,t; O ,t;'t)dldlC' ~td't. 
-oo O - -
. ~·.-: 
= (~~ l ~' g( 0 ,l; 0, i' ; t) d'Cd(' dtd't C3.H) ., 
.f· 
The ~pe~ expression for p('r) follows immediately 
.. . ··, ·----- ...... -_, _____ .. ___ ., ... __ _ I • . . ... - . -. . .. -·-----·· - .. - , ••. 
----- : . · -~~;_:.----.~_.-.. ~--~ -__ :_b·y -noting that :tt · -1·s · the conditional \prob ab ili.ty density 
' . ,· . . ' 
.. 
. ....... :. . .. .......... --~., .. for ... --~ .maximum4 .at .t:=.'t given a min-imum at- t=O o . Thus: ·p-(.f) d 'r 
..... -. , ·- ... :- ... .. -~- ... _ .. ~·-· ... ,. ..... , ... , . ···--·~---~·. . . 
...... 
- - - -
is the expression of equation (38) divide~ bi th~ 
-~ 
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. ...~. \ 
expression.of. equation (3-5):- ''C ., .• · .. • 
,._: ·. :.:·;. . ·.··'..' 
. . 
,, 
-oo ·oo . . .. 
• -. I, 
··. ·. ' 
. 
• • • ~ • " "r , ,_. ~c 
J:· ·-·.-; . :-· ' :,, 
= · \
0 
\ !~ t g < ·o , ~ ; o , ~' ; 1:) d'td~' : ( · 3 9' ') . · ·. -.• · ... · _..: . ·, · · · 
. . t . ' -r ~ ., 
.. . , . .:.. . .. :_ · ... ,i-~'i· . 
'." 'p(~) \ ~ g( Q,'IC )d ~ 
0 
.. ·-.. . . 
.· .. - CJ.: 
.. 
,_ ... , ·To _compute f(~,0<',~)- let .,(· 
.· :.., 
i: 
,, . --:-"'1 . . , 
. . . ··,.,·,, 
· g (°' ,~, ~ ;0<~~', ~'; t) d~d$d~ d~' d~'ai = Probab~ili ty 
that 0t.«.(o)<cx =dcx ,/~ < x'(O)<~td{', ~<.X1o)< )! +d~, 
o.<.'<X('r)<cx'+do<1 , $' <X'('r)<~'v +de', ~'<,.~"(t:)< '6' +dt' a(40) 
· Frbm this point -ori the d~rivation is in every way similar 
-
·to the above derivation for p·(~,) ,· and the details will .be 
. . 
-~-- · -omittedo The essentia·l poiht_ to note is that· f(CX,0<' ,'t) is 
the conditional j:oint probability density for a· m~ximum · 
at t='t with X(O) = 0( and.)( ('r)' =~' given a minimum at t=··o. 
'The ~xpression is 
\0() ri '6' g (~IQ Ii j0C~ Q ,i'; t) d¥ d¥' 
O O · 
.. ;._"/ .. , 
. -···· ,;;. __ ., ;i• 
_.•· .. -- . ' ,, 
~ /_ ·-·~ _·:.·. __ .: '·/:t(~.- . 
. .- •.· ":{' 
• ~ ,·. "i • ;. • 
• •.•• ,·. ·,·". I,. 
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S· 
the Error in A rotimatin Ex.-· res s ions 
·,. . 






... .• . 
To obtain ·a'· better unders·tanding. of the·. ¢rror · 
involvea in the :approximations introdQced 111 the- pr~ed_ing· 
. ,11 
sec~ion, t~e formulae~ deve!6ped ther~. will be co~pared 
with- exact expressions obtained ·through ~nclusion and 
exclusiono 
(.3 o.) -. 





( 4 2.) i. 
<''··· ·.,. . 
Then "integral seri)'e form for F(t\, the density 
' ' JIJJ,t 
for the · t'7~tme between succes·s1ve 1extrema, is obtaine·a by a 
'straightforward applicatiOn of the 1hc1us·1ol1 anc}' exclusion 
"' 






'! ' . • ~ •. 
given a·minimum at t=-0, maxima will occur for 
~, ' 
·1:'< t< -r +a,: , t, < t<t ,· ··±2-~.t- ,· t -~~·t~~ Q tqt.1 
. ../ ...... 
• '"!~, 
'. t -( t <. '' +d t O · 
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• •. r, 
* 
-
' ,, . ,, 
.On expanding thi exponential term of the expression on 
the rig'l1t of ·equ~tion< (42) 
. = 
~n a: Taylor series, ·their resul t·s·: 
... 
. ~ , 
.· ' -~ ~ p ( t ) d t ~ . 
·" p ( t )' e O • · = p ( t ) 
0 0 0 ( 45) ;', 
, 
l . 
Subtract in.g the two series term b_y term gives for the 










• ,· M 
j 
p ( t Q )} d,t t d t '1. + • o o 
(46) 
re· ., ' t· 
Thus it is again(..i1clearly seen that t-he error +~ introduced 
\ 
. by neglecting the correllation of a -maximum at some particular 
time with maxima a~~other time~, though th~ correllation 
.. 
with the minimum at t = o· is not neglected~--1 .rt j.s.not~d tha·t: 
for large differences· between o, t_,, ta., o o o ,. tk,_i the ·-
. . 
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·· .: ·· .. · ·. ,din equation ·-3(32), :is 
' , 
,. ~~ 
.. . ,. .,. ·, ' ; ' ' . ' - \ \' p ( t ). d t 
P(OC,O(','t):::. f(!)<,0(~ 1't)e 0 · , -
. .# 
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The ~ritegral series form of P-(~~~',~) was. given ip equation 
... ,A . ' 
\ . (15) of the section on inclusion and· exclusion:· ,. )._ . 
r 
.:., .. 
. . . . ?: . :, . . 
P(CX,OC._' ,~) =· ,f (C( 1 0<',~) ,;. ~ \
0 
f(O<, ()(' ,t, t 1 )dt 1 
. ' 
.. : 
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the error betweeti the exact and approximate e~pr~ssions for 
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Here it is seen th~t error.is 1htroduced_aga1ri by 
!,,; • ~ - • 
' 











time wit:h maxima at .other times (again,· t.lle- .correll,ati,on 
. with the minimu~ at t = Q. is not·neglect~d)c Additional 
··error ~is introduced, h~wever; by neglecting correllation : 
' 
-
. between the occurence of a tnaxima at some val4.e of-ton the 
r 
• 
interval"O<.t<t and the values' of X(O) arid t(',:)' the end 
/ 
. ; 
. " ) ' . 
po the interval, though th~ correllation between# 
r ~ 
• 
a at . t= ~ an.d the _values of )(( 0) and X ('t) · is not 
~-./ 
·o' -··neglec t·ed O 
) 
. . For iarge differences between O,t1,t2 1 oooti~~- the 
. ' .. integrand-s · in th.e error expression of equa.tio_n (48) 
. ' 
.. 
also approach zero, as f{~,~~t)p{t 1) p(t 2 ) ••• p(tk) is \~ J'/ 
the .uncorrellated form -of f 1'4v """'' - ¥ t· t ·· t ) 
• l . \'-" • 'w'\ J ""',,,' 1 • 2 ' 0 0 0, k : 0 
A~ a.al~sifig note to this sect16n, it is mentioned that 
. ~ \ .. <C' 
since the fµncti~n· P (oc,~', 't) is integrated over all -values/ 
t. . 
. - . ' 
~f ~forth~ statistica~ calculations on the height of 
. " " 
4,•· 
,. \ 
rise ,and fa·l1 mentioned earlie·r, it is ·xpected th:,at ffiml "·. 
,._ ""'""1Jd""_" -· ' .-.~- .... , ' 
J.. ••• 
~:, 
•. ,," ~~-~._ ........ ••• ' ~-I• . ", • 
.... i · ·· _ ....... _ ..... ·.·<_,·, ,-·········,results···-ror such functions. as P(h) 
-ee equation (2) ) and 




· · -' ... ~-~ · ··· ·· -.. -~pt h~~)- {-se-e- e-qu-a tion ( 4} ... -)-··-~1ri 11- b 
. I 
. p (0( ,Cc', 'W) ·o 
~:..z -· - ~ ~ - ·- . -- " .. 
' 
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Application to Gaussian Proc~ss~s 
·,:. ;:..; 
.. -
X~( t) are distributed acqording to the multidimensional 
Gaussian distributiono ·.To define ~uch-a ·process, ~on-
sider n variables y 1 , .Y 2 ,ooo,Yno~ Let M be an n'b~ n \,. 
,, . mat_rix such that a pa-r
1
t:icular. element m1j · in the 1 th 
' 
. ' ... 





·. }there (y1,:Y/l represents the average value of1<1the · 
' 
.- product Y_f Y j·- as co,mputed from an inf!nit·e e..,nsemble of 
' 
-.. records of the multidimensional random function 
:1 ·2 n 





average valu~ of each y1 ·1s zeroo Let \M\ .be th~ value 
of the determi-nant of the matrix Mo · 
,;!II'( 
. . L~t the·-lnve~se of M be then by n·:matrix s, wher~ 
~·-····· 
I 





iJ<-"· •• C. • 
S is defined. by--'the relation 
\ 
··- . ..: . ;, :••. .· ~ "- - ,,_;._ ... •• ~ ~ ~- a ··~ ~ ~~ • ... ,,. - ·~ - ' .... ~, : • .:;_ • "':. ... ".., ~ .~ ~ • - • - • "c ;':' "• .- •: • • • • • - - • 7" -, • - •• - - - • -
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·: .. ·:5· . . . ..... 
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\. /. ·-.: 
"· 
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. . ' '-\-y. ·.. ~ 
·-
· I b~ing the unit: ~atrix ·with the-~roperty that all· its 
I . 
. diagonal ele_ments a.re unity and al.l its other elements 
-~. 
I 
are z Let· s 1·j
1
• be the eleme.nt of S in the i _th row 








Thert the multidimensional function y1 ,y2 ,ooYn h~s 
. . 
a multid_imensiona_l Gaussian probability distribution if.· 
_ ......... 1 exp\_-\ t { s._l ll~ u.~ 1 ( 51) . 




g('u .t..u , 0·0 ">u )dn. du o o edU = Pro.babJ~.lt:ty th.a .. t 1 ·2 n l· .2 n .· 
. . . 
. u.(y.(u +du~ for i~l,2,~no,no 
. 1 1 .".;,• i . i:. 
·. Assuming th~t t(t) .and its. derivatives ~re 
distributed according to the ~ultidimensional Gaussian 
··(·.-··:·5·:::,2·.)· . 
·-··- ·: 
J ·: •• 
-A 
. ) -
- . l. . 
. ) .... , 
... /
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' . 
f ("' ,rx','r-) as def·ined in terms of joint probability 
-··- - ...... . den.§~;l;_py- -func t.lon-s ···ana their·. integrals in .equations -· 
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(39) and (41). First consider the density g(,,i). 
Letting y1= X'(o), u1= ,f; y 2= x.'1o), u2=¥, 
. . 
= · 1 ~xp l -ls f2, -s f ~-\S · i 2} 





= (x'(o) ~o>) 
.~. 
(X'(O) X41( 0 )) . 





. \ . 
1·-•·::.· 
Letting R(t) be the correllation .function for a stationary 
-~ · Gaussian process, 
\,_ 
. . . ,taT .. . 
. R('t) =(X (t)X(t+t)> ~ ~:. i°~ e ·.X(t)X(t+'r)dt 
1.T 
when X(t) is stationary the matrix can be written , 
(!' -R" (_O} .. 0 
M = 
0 
i l,,,;,, .. 
. J ( 5:5) 
as: 
... ,. : 






I · --·· _ ~-· ~;:> .J:>~~~.!l-<;;.Q.l!!PJ~.t!;l.d .. .fo.r ... t~,iJ.J cnary case in and - •• -•• .... .,.,.. . -~#,'-.·• .. ~I~ 
··.1. • 
the result is 
- . - ~ - -. .... .. . -- - -· .. . 
··- ... - : ·. 
-- "-··- ....... ~ .. - -:- ·- - . _.._... . ..:...- -
- . ..; ·.":'"' ~ -:: .-- .. . -· ·. 
··; . 
• • •• 4 • • • • ... .,.. ;J(lllf. • --24-
. ' _;• .... ,.. ... -.. ':: . : .;. :-···-: ;._._ 
• l • :~ 
.,. 



















. ' . 
•': 
•· 
Thus by ·virtue of (39) ~and (41), 'p('r) and f(o<·,~'1 1;') 




p(t') = 2 11" -R"(O) 
. . RIV(Q) ~ ~'g( 0, l; 0, ·'fl; t) d~d~' 
• 0 
'la.~ .. ,, 
·· - R''{o) f.(O( ~' 'l:) - = 21r iv'g (O<, 0 ,· ~,·ex,' 0, lf 1 ,· 't) d idlf' 
J f . . . ~ lV ( C)) 0 0 'Q 
. 
The ex-press ion· for p ('t) is now.· obtained from .9on-
,_ sider·ing g (~, 't(; ~", ~1; 't). o Let ting y, =x'( 0) ,. u, = ~ ; 
. r 
g(~,~;~',~~;t) = 1 exp 
~ (2~)2 {iMi1 
-is ~ 2- .!. s '6 2-.l.s 12 











where for X(t) sta~ionary, 
' i5 
-R" ( 0 ) 0 ~'ff" ( t') - R'ffl(.'t ) 
· IV 
r· - - . -- -- -·- - - .. · .:...., ~ -· ........ -. .:·· .~-~ -·--- ·--·...:;.'. -~·:·- ·i· • ..-. .: .. , -: --·· --·· ---·· ... ~- .......... 
_ -· .... -o ... -... ··-···----RIY.c.o_} ... '. R.~ '·' ('t) · ... R . {'t) 
-R"('t') R' ' ~ ("I: ) -R"(O) 0 · 
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·The integral of ~quatiori (58) for_p(~) has been 
I . 
-






[2]o The resulting expressio;n for )( ( t) stationary is 
y{ 2 2{/a -R'-'(O) · p (,:) 1 - J -K 
RIV(o) fit / 21-
where ,. 
J ~.Rrv(O) lR"(0) 2 .. R"('t) 
K =-RIV('t') { R"(0) 2 - R"('t) 
H = K{J2-K2]·'1a, - .,.,,. 
and O (:COt-1 (-H)~-n- 0 
2} + R"(O) R'''('t) 2 ,, 
·2} - R II ( 't ) R I I ' ( 't' ) 2 ~ 
The _integral involved :in equation (59) for f(°',o<',~) 
' . 
is obtained from the densit_y g(0<,~ 1 ~;o{~~';lS','t')o Th.is 
density is· obtained from the s;andard rJ~m by lettin·g 
. ,• 
. ' . 
. y = X(O) u =ex· ·y. =·X(O) ·u :Q·; y =~"(O) u =~· y =X(t) 1 .··' 1 '2 2~ 3 1 3 '4 1 
~ I . 
-~:"~; y5=X'(t)., u~=~; yfr=.Y..N(?:1-J: u6=~ The d_ensJt~ will· 
.not. be written out he·u_; --··noweveI~----t.-ne for"fn followS~tnn. 
._, 
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· .. J1 1 (t) .· -R"('t) 
:Q· -R' ('t) ~R" ( t) -R'''( 'I:) 
RIV ( 0). R" ( 't) 
. 
R'''(") RIV ( t) 
R"('t) R(O) 0 ·... . . . R" ( 0) . -
RN'( 't) . 0 
-R"(O) 0 
RIY(t)'· R"(O:) 0 RIV(O) 
' -.t: 
Since in the ~pplications it is convenient to def1rte 
r,..'= o<+h, · the expression for f(et,°'+h,'t) , wbic·h results 
from equation ( 59), will be given ( as in reference. [.l]): . 
. -eo oo . . 
... ~ ~ · 'g M' e. )Cf>{-{ Sn ( ~~ ... ~' ~) - !;J" ~~': ~•.i h 't' 
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The -res~lt after irttegrating is given· in refer~nce [l]- an~ ; HK•, 
, is , .. ····, 
f(h,"t)- = A exp t -Bb 2] t00 ~~v expf~(u~+2Cuv+v2) 
O C 




A = 1 -R"(O) 
... 
·-·:- ;·: 
e \ ( . . ) , = - s -s .. 
' If 11 14 
.:. 
<513.+ S16)2 \•_ •• !' 
S3, ~ 
2(511 + 5 14} C -
--
c-~ . ;j s . 
13 s +. 16 
)2 
6 33 -<1. 
... 
., 
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All -attempts ·~at evaluating" the int.egrals of equations 
. I 
(65)~ a_nd ·(67) in-closed form have proved- futile, However, 
. ~. ~ 
they can be reduced to single integral$o To accomplish 
this f6r f(h,~), the double_integr~l· of equition (67) is· 
• 
viewed as an iritegral over the region. u>O and ~~o in the 
. 
u, v planeo · Changing to polar coordinates with the· 
.I' ' .• • 
transformation u=r cos• an9- v=r _'sine changes the· 1:pte-
/ - . \ 
gration ·or (67) t·o I an integratio~ <~from O to 00 on r and 
. from O to_ 11";2 on 0 : · 
.. 
f(h,t) = -k A exp_{-sh2} 
'·~~ r3 exp{-r2(~ 
~fl?~ 
~o sin 28 
+ c sin ·2e) 
+2Dhr(s1n0 +cose)Jdr de 
. ' 
Integrating in rand noting the sy~metry -~bout the line 
e.:1r/4 leads' to· 
f t 
. ~ .. 
expf-Bh2J + sin 2 9 
. ~: 
f(h,'t') =tA 
. . 2 
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(71) 
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....... ) 2 -t 2 · 
erf ()( =..... e dt o-..fr' 
~ ~ 0 
\ 
- Some notes on .the behavior of p(~) and f(h,~) for 
\ 
't: near zero are given now·o·· Since numerical integrations 
must-be ~sed to evaluate f(h,~). and finally to carry 
. . -
o·ut the -1n·te·gration overt frQtn ·:O to oo, · the behavior 
- (~ . . .• • ,,1 
-
near 't =O is qui.te important o · · ·The reason is that the 
structure of the equation.s. make~ slight numerical 
'.<"" . ina~curacies ·particularly critical for small values of 
~ o Fortunately both p(~) and f(h;i) are zero f9r 
• '1 
t =Oa In fact, it has been shown in reference [2] that 





R(4) (0) 2 - R"(O)R( 6 )(0) 
R" (0) R(6)(0) .. 
V 
A step by step proceduve will now be given to compute 
·P(h), the probability density for the height of rise and· 
computero 
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oo +oo · : 
. ~ ~ P(ot.,O(.+ll~ t)dXdt 
0 .oo . 












· •• ,= . 
;,. -~·: 
= ~~ f(h,t) ·· e:pl-~}<t)dtJdt. . .. ( 74) 
It is assume~ ·that the correllation function R(~) a~d 
• 
its f.irst four derivatives are know·no In the compu·tation· 
of f(h 1~) (·equation 70) an integration is needed from Oto 
-1r/4 ,).in 80 This· will be done by numerica.lly evaluating the 
integrand for K._points8=kG0 , where .k =1,2,oo,K, and where 
K 90 =1r/4o· In the computation of P(h) (equat;ion 74) an 
~ · integration is nepded _from O to oo -.tn 't Q T~i_s is done 
_b·y evaluating the integrand at N points 't=nt., where 
·n~l,2 1 ooo,N 1 and ·whe~e N is a large integer such that 
Ni:. is several times larger than the ayerage distance 
betwee~ successive rnaxima·o Finally, results for· .P"(h) will 
be computed for h=mh•, wher~ m~0,1,2,ooo,Mo 
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. :, ·.: ... ·. '_· 
·V('t) = ·r(h,t)ENI(t') 
't' 
·c·:_1 .. _s:> 
. . . ' . 
S(t) = . t. V(,t,dt . . 
0 , . •.,,. .. 
. ' 
• ,:\. I 
T(Q) . . . r. = integrand o:r equation ·(70) for .f(h.,'t) 
t· 
- .F ( 9) 
('e V 




J'. The step by st\~p co·mputa~ion 1-.s: t··heh -,ts f;o:.:t.:l:o\~1:s-: 
.,, . 
... ,,.... 
1) Let n = 1, p ( 0) ·= 0, I ( 0) ~ ··o 
. __t4) :2:·) 1 Comp u t e R ( n t,:.) , R ' ( n to) , o o 1 R' ( n~ t ~) 
:3) Compute th_e determant \M\ of rriatrix M~ ( equation 64:) 
(The matrix Mis given in te~ms of Rand its 
... 






-· ...... , ................. -.. ·- .. ·-- .. --
.. . ' . ,. ,, ...... " .. . . . ·, .: ' . -···"\''' ' ........ ,. ,} . ·.:..: .. ............ _ ·- ........ . 
........... ' ........., • ..._r~~...,,. _ . ..,._,•,·,•,(·••·· •· ·.·. '• ,·,. • • • <"~-·· __ ,. 
4) Compute the inverse member.s of matrix M: 
s ,s ,s 'f) ,s 
· · ~- - -~ -.. -· -i-3- .... 14 16 ~ 3 3 6 • 
•'. .:,s .. :. ;. .... - ... ·- ·- - ·-· - . - ....... -~ - ... -
y 
·-· - - -: ,- ,,_ -
· .. ·,·. 
• 
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· .7) Compute. p(.n 'ro) ( equati9n 62) ,, 
J 
D + ·ft:0 lP ( n 'to) + P ((n-1) 'l'o )) 
~ 





. r Y •• 
9) C.ompute ENI(111t •. ) (equation 75) "/" 
J " 
10) Store in_ m.e.rnory: A ( n 't'0 ), 8 ( n ?:0 ), C ( n t'o), 
-.1.:1} Increase n by 1 and go back to step ( 2) o When 
1·3') • - 0 
"' computations for n=N are completed go on to 
~ ( 
step (12)o (Various functions oft are now 
stored in memory for use later in the ~rogram) 
I 
Let· n = 1 
' 
V(,~) .= O, S (0) = 0 
• .. .. -. • ... ,. ·-- .• 4•• .; ~· • ~·- • •.• .·o:; :: ,- • ·:·· ··- ! •. ... 
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"· ··. ., 
• .- ;. 't 
. '-.:~'· 
Let k = 1, T.(O) = O, F(O) ~ = 0 . ' 
•'. ,,,;Q._ 
' . 
15a Compute T(k-&0 )_ (equation 75) with 'r=n-'roand h ,= ._mh.· 
r ' , 
(This is the integ;r"'and r·or :f(mh,,n't-0 ) ) . . . I 
Compute F(k &.) = F((k-1) 9.) + i \lT(k8o} 
+ T((k-1) Bo)} (equation 7~) (·this performs the ~. 
.. integration numerically) -
··-~i-· ? 
.., 
170 Increase k by 1, and go back to step (15). When. 
computations fork= Kare completed go on to 
. t,. 
(18) o (The iptegral appe~_ring in equation (70)' -· 
for f(h,~) has now been computed) 
\ 
18. Compute ,f(mh.,n't:0 ) = ~A(n\"0 ) expf-B~n't'o) 
m
2
h; J F(K9.) (equation 70) 
-
19. Compute V(n't0 ) =·r(mh0 ,nt0 )_ENI(n'l:0 ) (equat~on 75) 
20. Compute S ( n 'l:0 ) = S ~n-1 )t:.) + t:0 l V( n ~ .. ) 
+ v((n-l)'t',.)} (equation 75) 
' ., . . .,, .. '. ----·--·-· --·. -.... . JC 4 ... 
wcu,;ae-.w -~~ ... --~---c:r·nis-perror'rns' t1ie .. ii1t'egrat1on- o_n,: numerically) 
.. . ... ' ... '~ ... . .. . . ... .. . . -
- ... : ...... ·. ' . 
•. , ;• .. .. :'! . •, ~~ '. ~- ., : ..... 
.... ·--~· --··· ... 
·.';··(_w ... ~-.._._;.:~:.~-~ •1.: :..;..._ 
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-·· . ~. : . 
.. 1 
. .: ; . 
.-. ·., 
.. · .. ':jy- .1.: : ·' 
. · ..... 
2.1. Increase· n .by 1, and go .irack to step·· ( 14). . When 
,,...,,,. 
· -computations for n = N are completed go on to step 
' 
... 
(22)o (The numeri.cal. integration on 7:,from O _to N't'o, 
simulating the "integral from O to 00, is now com-
pleted) 
220 Compute P(mh.) = S(N't0 ), ·print out the pair of 
values mh0 and P(mh0 ) 
23'. · Increase m by 1 and _go .back to step. (13) o When 
computations fdr·m =Mare completed, end the 
programo (The results sought are now completed, 
•. P(mh.) js known form= 0, 1, 2,oOOJ M) 
•/ 
The step by step proced:ire for nTrical ,computation 
ha~ been applied to a particular,case of a G~ussian random 
. . process, and the result~·are given ~n the next s~ctiono 
,. 
4 note on the computation of the average height of 
rise is given nowo ~his can be computed without actually 
. 
..... \~, fi·~st--·-s-c:rlving -f·or· p·(·h"},, .. and is f5urid by ·~computir1g· t·he 
expected sum of all rises and fall$ in tbe function per 
"' 
~-· "-· - ... ·• ·- .. . 
~ \ ·----.. -........ __ -· 
. . 
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. ~.,.,, :, ' ' 
unit time 1 and dividing b~ tbe expected number of extrema 
per unit timeo It is shown in reference [2] that the 




.function crossings some level x( t) =O( i.s 
·,r-
, I/~ 





_Thus the expected sum o-f rises 
function per unit time is 
2 'I; 
N (C<) drx = 
-~ -1rR"(O) 
....._A 








also given in reference [2], and the result is 













·- - - ~,hus the .!~.er!~.: ... ~r~~~~----°-f. :..:~e., _cbt~ined b~. rnn . 
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-R"(O) i - I ( 7 9) .... -J \ ~ 
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.. 
· ·Nu:m:e·zw1·c·a·1 Example - Gaussian Function With a Low Pass 
. ·se:e·c·t·rum . 
An ap~lication is made bf the theor~tical results 
to'the case of Gaussian noise with an ideal low pass 
filter power spectrumo For such a random function the 







for· O < ~<~c . ·~ 
F('>) = 
\ 
.. 0 for ~c.<W 
,, 
Here~ is the root· mean square valu~~or x(t) and W is 
C 
the cut-off frequencyo The corresponding correllation 
function is 




It is convenient to give resul ts_Jn a. d.imen..aio._D.rle.ss ..... ~ ... . . ' ... .. ... . ............ -.• . ·•. 
. 
- .. -..-. 
?O"rin-~ To( this~nd,, i~-y(t_)_ ~· x~~)- , ~~4)"C~- 8.~d 4~-l, .... -
. . C 
.. ~,. ....... , . ~--~:·:' ':. 
"' be respectively dimensionless functions> times, and •·· 
__ .;..._ :• ·:.·:·:. •.:: :·-.; .· ~·· ~--~· ......... - .. . 
frequencies., 
. , .. •·' .. '' . 
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: .. "( 
)_. ·.r: 
-~ 
Then .. in terms of these non-dimensional quantities, 
the_power spectral density for y(t) ls 
~-
.1 for 0(\(1 
F(l;) -
0 for 1.>l 
and the correllation function for y(t) is 
"( 82) · 
~83) 
./ 
The corresponding approximate formula for the 
density of the·height of rise is:: 
. ' - t' p ('~) d~ 
P(h/&-) ~ f(h/c-,cp)e O dcp 
0 
""'Ji 
In the co'rnputB.tion of P(q>) and r(o/o- ,<p) ( see 
_/ 
~ equations 62 and 70) the· correllation func·tion R(<p) 
and its first four derivatives are neededo These are 
i 
·. 
R(q>) = si~cp 
! . 
.............. : 
~-- . ........._. .... , 
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R - (cp) 





= - ·coscp (1- L) + 3'si(!(.1- .2 ) 
cp cpa- . cp cp~ 
.= 4 coscp(l- 6) + .sin~ (l- 12 + .. 24 )o 
cpa. ~ q>' ' ' <;>a. ~ 
Z~~o values of interest are 
(85) 
· (86) 
. . ' 
Thf step by step procedure as explained in the 
previ~us section was used to obtain numerical results 
,. 
for P(h/&). Intervals on e in the numerical Integrati.on 
... 
of equation 70· for f(h/o-,cp) were Cho~ as 11"'/~a=So, 
• I ff 
which divided the integratibn into etiht sums. Integrations 
_·' I I • 




= 'I~ , which is 
. . 
about Vs of the~average time between successive extrema. 
Integrations on~ Awith upper limits of infini.ty were 
,', 
~ 
act~ally carried 6ut to ~ = 38.5, whioh is about nine 
'-·times the average 'time between succes.sive extrema .• 
--
C9nsiderabl~ ~ifficulty came into numerical ... 
f WI 
-~-
computations of A, B, c, and D for small values of<{) o. 
. . ........,... __ ........ -~· ·-· "' :· ___ ... , ~- . .. .. ..... ..: .. ..:. . .... 
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-A- - ,.;. ..,..... - ,_, __ -'f'heoe are---def!ne01n equation · 68 in terms of the --· .... ,. 
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-· 1~· • ' • 
• • :>1o d_ete~p"~-and inverse members for the SiJJ; by six 
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valuesjof ~ difficulty is expected be?ause the ~atrix· 
M b~comes singul~r as~ approaches.z~ro, and the 
· corresponding joint prob~bility -density approaches a 
multid+µtensional Dirac delta .function a;s ."P approaches 
zeroo A check on results f·or values of tpfrom Oo5 to 
37o5 showed that numefical accuracy was in general poor 
' 
except for large cp . (say' for ce greate~ than. 10) 0 
One of the simplest accuracy checks is to require 
that f(h/tr,tf) be zero for infinite~' as it should. be. 






power of the exponential term should be always negative,_ 
or that 
B > 
. 2 (sinQ + cos&) 2 
·D 
''i! • 
·1 + C sin 2Q 
-~-- .. -. l 
Inaccuracies were so great that t~is condition was 
. . 
. 
not satisfied for 0<~<3o5 and for 5o0<~<6o5o Thus in 
,. 
(·.8.7J· 
the computation~*i_n,tegrp._t_tons ove~- cp n_e~e-~-~:_d the values ___ 
~-- -··· ----· ....-......-- .... ~ ·-···. ·.: ,#, • - • 
. of f(h/e,,cp) for cp in the abov~ ranges~ These are 
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left and ;right of tp=4 o 05, the average distance between 
_; 
successi v.e extrema o For the range '·-0<~<3 o 5, an app~oximat.e 
parabolic distribution of f(h/e- ,Cf)) was assumed by passing 
r • 






. ~' . . .... ··-· . 
. ,~·-.· 
I 
- -·· ---···- - -- ',..,;:- .: --· ·~; :"'" .:. .. : 
.. ..,. 
·• 
range 5o0<~<6o5, the value of the integrand was set equal 
to zero, excluding the two points cp=5o5, cp=6/"oo 
_. Thus a large amount of information required for th~ 
...... 
evalijation of P(h/~) had to be either completely discarded 
or crudely approximatedo This is .particularly.unfortunate f . - . 
since e-t0 p(rt)d~has its largest values for smallcp. In 
) 
bourtd of discarded ~values, 
""' 
It is then seen that the riumerical inaccuracies throw 
serious doubt on the magnitude. of the computed result o 
It-should be emphasized that this accuracy check was 
.. 
the simplest possible to perform, and doe~ynot guarantee 
-~ 
,, 
_accuracy fora other small values of cp w-hich were not 
·- -··~ 
. -· •• ..,.-,.. ... ....... J,.•' _ .. ~, ...... - ........... - .... ,. ' • -~·' ..... ......-........ ... .. ... .... "'"" .. , .... . ·-·· . . . . . . '· . . . .. 
discarded, but merely guarantees.results which go to 
' .. ' ~···· - . _,_ .,· . .: . ..... \. ·.: ·.;. , . .; ,.•. 
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The technique used in machine evaluation of the 
' 
~\ 
determinant and inverse members of M w~s appa~ently at . 
. the heart of the accuracy P.roblemo This was a triangu- · 
larization of the relevant matrices, all done numerically, 
after rearranging the rows and columrt to eliminate the 
' \ ... effect of zero memberso . 
Results of the step by step c·ornputation as done by 
. ., 
t·he General Electric 225 Computer at Lehigh University·, 
are shown graphically in the figure at the end.of this 
·sectiono The area under. the curve is.not unity, as it 
I " should be, but rather 0036380 The first moment of P(h/O-) 
is computed to be 006996, which upon division by the 
area unde~lthe curve, gives for the average rise 
-h = 10923 0-
The true value for the mean height of rise is 
~eadily obtainable from ~quation 79, and is 
_,,~ 
··--11 = ~ 2 it · ·· ·: r:io8.·e, 
·3 
1/5 
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The calculated value of his thus slightly greater than 
the theoretical value, a~1thou·gh the area· under the curve 
is small by about a factor of 2G5o · 
~ 
l 
Unfortunately, time limitations made impossible 
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It is thought that the accuracy problem encountered 
in actual numeric~l computation can be relieved by using 
.,_ 
multiple precision ·programming of machine instructions 
for determining the determinant and inverse members of 
.· 
-, 
the correllation matrix Mc This calculation, as mentioned 
. ~ ~ 
. 
earlier, seems to _be the primary obstacle to-·accurate 
computations. ,, Such a progra~ of computation is to be 
· I w 
- - · undert~ken by the author at a later date, and results 
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